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Chrome Zero-Touch Enrollment:  
Device Deployment Made Easy  

Provisioning new devices can be a challenge for partners. Currently, there is a manual component that slows down 

the process, leaves room for error, and makes it difficult to deploy devices directly to the end-user. The solution? 

Chrome Zero-touch Enrollment.

Chrome zero-touch enrollment  
With zero-touch enrollment, partners can ship Chrome OS devices that will automatically enroll as soon as the end-user 

connects to the internet. Available for both Chrome Enterprise and Chrome Education, zero-touch enrollment ensures 

Chrome OS devices are ready out of the box.

How it works 

1

Not all Chrome OS devices are ZTE enabled.  

See which devices are compatible and get started today! 

Buy  

When your customer 

 purchases a new device,  

the Google Admin Console  

generates a preprovisioning  

token and passes it to you.

2
Ship  

You then register the  

device with Google and  

drop ship the device  

directly to the end-user.

3
Log in  

Upon receiving the device,  

the end-user will connect it  

to WiFi. Google will then  

confirm the device’s identity 

for security. The device  

automatically enrolls into the  

customer’s domain and the 

end-user can now log in. 

Device Readiness Check

See next page

https://support.google.com/chrome/a/answer/10130175?hl=en
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Chrome Zero-Touch Enrollment:  
Simplified with SYNNEX  

SYNNEX simplifies device deployment by offering Chrome Zero-touch Enrollment services. Ship devices straight 

from our warehouse directly to your customers’ hands. Decrease time and costs by using SYNNEX’ first class  

integration facility. 

SKU: 6075276 (QTY. 1- 499) SKU: 6075279 (QTY. 500+) Does not include OS upgrade

How it works 

1

Explore how zero touch enrollment for Chrome OS can increase 

sales and productivity, by emailing your Google Team at SYNNEX!

Buy  

Purchase a Chrome OS device  

that supports ZTE and the  

appropriate SYNNEX ZTE  

Integration SKU. Share the  

pre-provisioning token with your 

service partner, SYNNEX.

2
Ship  

 SYNNEX registers the

 Chome OS device with 

Google and ships the 

device directly to 

your end-user.

3
Log in  

Upon receiving the device,  

the end-user will connect  

it to WiFi. Google will then  

confirm the device’s identity  

for security. The device  

automatically enrolls into  

the customer’s domain and  

the end-user can now log in.

Contact the SYNNEX Google Team

mailto:GoogleEast%40SYNNEX.com%2C%20GoogleWest%40SYNNEX.com?subject=Chrome%20OS%20Zero-Touch%20Enrollment

